
Bearwood Local #103.

The Bearwood Group.

Editorial.

No sooner than one issue has been put to bed than I have to start scratching my head over how to fill the next issue. 
Looking out of the window from my warm dining room (my office in the eaves is far too cold without additional heating 
and the scrooge in me rebels at that thought) at another cold and foggy day I am stumped for something original to say. 

Anyway, I started to muse over what I needed to do next to my emerging modules and the more I thought the more 
impractical became the ideas. By now lunchtime had arrived and so another day in “lockdown” was half way through. 
We may think that time pondering or daydreaming is time wasted but it does enable us to escape from the current 
realities of life. Anyhow, I didn’t have a “eureka” moment so decided that the best I could do is to make a start on that 
yard office I had promised to Roger – perhaps next time I may be able to come up with something world shattering?

One other point; we haven’t included a timetable of events so far in the revamped Newsletter since there was little to 
show. However, if anyone does have information of online events that they wish publicized please forward them to me 
for inclusion.

RS

https://bearwoodamrg.wordpress.com/
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/


Chairman’s Musings

My contribution will be brief this month. It could be entitled "Progress of a sort!”                      
Yesterday day morning my wife and I were called to the local surgery for the first CV19 shot. 
Within hours we both had uncomfortable side effects from the injection. I am quite convinced that had we caught the 
virus we would not survive. My message to all colleagues take the vaccine. The sooner we are vaccinated we can 
resume our meets!. It can be uncomfortable but a few days discomfort is better than serious illness.

On a more cheerful note; Region have provisionally arranged a meet at Benson July 11th - here's hoping.

Roger.

Footnote.

Our clinician recommends taking a paracetamol immediately after your vaccination and drinking plenty of water to 
reduce any after effects. RS

EoTDs & FREDs

I recently saw these accessories advertised on “Cody’s Office”, and as they would make a nice addition to my freight 
trains, I placed an order for them. They are 3D printed & painted, coming in several colours. Originally designed to fit in 
Kadee standard couplings (5/46 etc), they are held in the knuckle, which allows them to be easily removed. The flags, 
according to the site will fit all makes of knuckle couplings.

These could be on interest to our members but especially the FREEMO chaps, as having an EoTD or red flag could add 
even more prototypical operation; the red flag being particularly useful for “pushes”. On arrival I tested them out on my 
freight cars and they really look the part. 
MacRail is a new company, in fact, I was their 1st UK customer! I’ve attached some photos of the products and their 
placement. The EoTDs are $20 for 3 and flags are $10 for 2 (plus, of course, shipping & import costs).
Brian Coombes







https://macrailproducts.com/ho-scale-products

https://macrailproducts.com/ho-scale-products


Lehigh Valley Cement Cars Part 1

Part 1: my cement car fleet
Although the Lehigh Valley Railroad (LV) is best known for hauling anthracite, it also had a considerable cement 
business. There was even a town on the line called “Cementon”. A few years ago I decided to make a train of LV 
cement cars. This is shown in photo 1 below. Two LV RS11s haul my whole cement train through North Brook. 
Thirteen of the sixteen cars are Lehigh Valley the other three are there to provide a bit of variety.

This article describes a few typical cars. Subsequent articles will describe the construction of some of them in more 
detail. All the cars are based on commercial models.



Atlas-based cars

Photo 2: is an Atlas PS-2 car. It has 
improved rungs on the ladders. It 
also has additional details, such as 
cut levers and metal stirrup steps. I 
have made these modifications to 
most of my cars. I have several of 
these Atlas cars and have made 
small paint modifications to make 
each one unique. In the case of 
#50798 these include the black 
lettering panels, the automatic car 
identification panel and so on. 
Where possible I have based these 
changes on prototype photos.

Photo 3: The Lehigh Valley cars were a mixture 
of grey and a mineral red colour. I repainted and 
decaled some of the Atlas cars, such as #50337 
to reflect this. Decals for these were unavailable 
so I had some custom-made to my own artwork. 
This car has also had its roof hatches changed 
from round to rectangular and a central rib 
added (compare with photo2).



Photo 4: The Lehigh Valley had some 2-bay 
covered hoppers that were similar to the Atlas 
model, but shorter. For most of my cars I ignored 
the error but decided to make two of them as 
accurate as possible. This involved shortening 
them and adding more detail. If you compare this 
photo with photo2 you will see that, in addition to 
being shorter, #50398 has different arrangement 
of roof hatches and side ribs. I will describe its 
construction in a future article.

Bowser-based cars

Photo 5:  Bowser’s 2-bay covered hopper is 
different from the Atlas model as regards ribs, 
roof hatches and some other details (compare 
to photo 2). The Lehigh Valley had some of 
these cars in the series 50500-50589 so this 
was an easy way to add a few cars to the 
collection. The photo above shows a standard 
Bowser car, apart from the usual modifications 
to the ladder rungs etc. 



Photo 6: This is another Bowser car, but this is 
one of the three non-Lehigh Valley cars in the 
fleet and the only freelanced one. The Lehigh and 
Keystone Valley is an excellent large club layout 
in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. I visited the layout 
in 2012 and described the layout in Bearwood 
Local 60. This is the club’s promotional car and 
they did a nice job of designing a believable 
lettering scheme. 

Photo 7: The Lehigh Valley had some 2 bay 
covered hoppers that it modified by extending the 
sides upwards to increase the cubic capacity. I 
built one of these using the parts from two 
Bowser cars. I will describe its construction in a 
future article.



And finally - one oddball.

Photo 8: As the anthracite business declined, the Lehigh Valley rebuilt some of its open coal hoppers into 
covered cement hoppers. I modelled one of their three-bay cars using an old MDC open- hopper. I will 
describe this in more detail in a future instalment. 

So, that is an overview of the fleet. In the next instalment I will describe the construction of one of the 
shortened cars shown in photo 4.

TW



Butler, Wis (sort of?)

Very slow progress on the workbench this month but at least there 
is a chance that the promised yard office for the club layout will be 
completed before Christmas 2021!.

Apart from the cold working environment it has been hampered by 
the need to cannibalize various bits from the “spares box” because 
of the lack of suitable parts. More soon – I hope!

RS

C&O layout ... par excellence

Hope you are all managing OK, particularly those unfortunates who, like me, are in Tier 4 (now overtaken by full 
lockdown).  As a bit of relief from cabin fever I thought you might enjoy the video in the link below, which I received 
from Rod Welch too late for the newsletter. It shows a large O-scale transition-era C&O layout that models Virginia 
with 40ft long coal trains etc. 

It runs for about 90 minutes, so pour a glass of something and sit back and enjoy!
All best wishes for the New Year,

JSVideo vintage 4x3 film of the 0 Scale C&O empire of Jim Eudaly.

Tom. https://youtu.be/UrCrZFvxvD0 

https://youtu.be/UrCrZFvxvD0
https://youtu.be/UrCrZFvxvD0




Converting the Bachmann On30 gas-mechanical 
locomotive to an open cab version.

Many moons ago I bought a conversion kit by 
Backwoods Miniatures, a British company who sadly 
no longer support On30. The kit is for the little 
Bachmann four wheel gas mechanical locomotive and 
contains etched brass, wood and metal rods, sections 
and castings to produce the open cab. There is also a 
plethora of additional detail parts enough for at least 
two locomotives. The detail parts left over from this 
project will be used with a second gas mechanical 
fitted with skirts and a fully enclosed cab (the model's 
cab has no doors).

The prototype inspiration is apparently an ex US 
Navy switcher (Pearl Harbour?) made by Whitcomb 
or Davenport and sold to a Hawaiian plantation after 
WW2. 

One photo shows the open cab version of the little gas 
mechanical ready for masking and painting, before I 
fitted the bell, bell pull and wooden roof planks. It 
gives some idea of the work involved. Other photos 
show the finished model which despite being 1:48th 
scale its only 3.5" / 9cm long. A driver figure is on 
order from British firm ModelU 3D

John Levesley







Newsflash.

CNJ “Babyface Baldwin Models.

Mhttp://www.lvrr.anthraciterailroads.org/For anyone interested, there is also a modellers’ page associated with the 
society that focusses on the Lehigh Valley at http://www.lvrr.anthraciterailroads.org/

Issue 112Anthracite Railroads Historical Society, Inc.January2021

CNJ “Babyface” Models Arrive.

The ARHS is excited to announce that HO-scale body and detail kits for Baldwin DR-4-4-15 locomotives(sometimes 
referred to as “Babyfaces”) are in stock and will be available for purchase through our web site shortly.

 Photo by Richard Samsel, ARHS Archives.

https://www.anthraciterailroads.org/
http://www.lvrr.anthraciterailroads.org/


 The A-and B-unit models are based on ARHS-designed masters, and consist of cast-resin shells, body parts, etched-
metal steps, and bronze wire for handrails. The modeller must supply a chassis, trucks and power mechanism. The 
powered FA-2mechanism from Lifelike Proto 2000 (out of production) is the target for either kit. Other mechanisms 
may also be adapted for the kits. The Central Railroad of New Jersey bought these freight units in 1947.The A-units 
were numbered 70-79; the B-units were designated by letters: K, L, M, R, and S. They were used in Pennsylvania and 
on the New Jersey main line until 1964.The last unit was retired in 1967. The ARHS on-line archive has images in 
various paint schemes. (A-unit 74 and B-unit L were the basis for the ARHS kits.)

TW

Those lockdown blues…

I thought I would be the last person to suffer with those lockdown blues. I made good progress with my little N gauge 
plank last summer whilst being one of the lucky ones to be able to work as normal from home. I guess it was well into 
the autumn that I fell into the work eat sleep repeat trap and had little appetite for my hobbies. I guess this carried on for 
a while a second lockdown didn’t help and only one shopping trip a week to escape the confines of these four walls.

I’m not sure when but a decision or a chance happening I decided to watch Jenny Kirks Monday club a live stream on 
YouTube (this link should get you there https://www.youtube.com/user/jennyemily667) It’s a web show hosted from 
their loft where she has her layout, there’s some chat from her, online comments from the virtual audience all ably 
assisted by her partner Zoe. Normally a vote on Facebook gives a theme for the trains running which are viewed over 
multiple camera angles. It’s not block buster entertainment but it was a shot in the arm I needed the kick in the pants to 
refill my bucket of modelling juices get me off my arse and turn my frown upside down.

I’m happy to report that time was spent running trains on my layout and a pile of things to be looked at were indeed 
looked at I even placed a cheeky little Christmas order to Hattons which was delivered next working day in the run up to 
the big event, excellent service there. I still sit down most Mondays for the Monday club much to the wife’s disgust 
rolling her eyes before going back to her tablet and the Junior Bake Off on catch up. It’s a bit of fun some news some 
chat and watching of trains going by but regularly has 300+ people viewing.

Now there’s an idea somewhere you can go to watch model trains running? Would people pay to see that I wonder. GP

https://www.youtube.com/user/jennyemily667


Spares & Repairs.

Some time ago I had a psychometric test for a job interview not to see if I was sane and of sound mind but did I have an 
aptitude for the job on offer. I liked the test and after a brief hunt on the internet found the source. The test I took was 
for an IT job but I found some other which after taking them and compiling the results concluded my mechanical skill 
or slant was way in excess of my IT related skills – so a lifetime in the wrong career?.

I am an avid watcher of eBay and like to hunt out things for a good price that normally require some attention hence 
spares and repairs. This months find was a Bachmann F7-A Norfolk Southern #4270 in HO. The pictures offered in the 
listing were OK but not great the listing was three lines including “Non working Condition”. A quick google and a look 
on the Bachmann USA site gave me some ideas. There is a standard chassis version and a DCC sound fitted, it couldn’t 
be that one surely.

Now everything here is a little bit of a gamble if it needed some parts being an older model they could be out of stock 
and Bachmann UK carry some items but barely a fraction of the USA catalogue. It was added to my watch list and I let 
the days tick by. Finally a bid of £17.11 brought the beast into my collection – I’m impatient and hate waiting for things 
to arrive especially in these strange times.

One of the actual  photos from the listing.



My purchase arrived a few days later now it was time to see what I had bought and no it was not the DCC sound fitted 
one that I thought it couldn’t possibly be. A quick inspection show it too be in fair shape but boy was it dirty really dirty 
filthy if you must ask. I took the body off four screws retains it but it was the bogies that interested me most. Using my 
trusty PP3 9v battery across the wheels exhibited some signs of life – that’s good.

That’s pretty bad it’s obviously seen some miles and on carpet by the looks shared with a dog. I popped out the axle 
assembles, split gears are a series worry. I did consider contacting Bachmann UK to see if they stocked axle assemblies 
or maybe just the gears, I fixed up an N gauge Brill tram last month it had four split axles gear and amazingly Bachamnn 
UK had them 60p each well it was Christmas.

I decided that some warm soapy water an old toothbrush was the best course of action,  I would normally use some 
brake cleaner to clean and kill the grease but I was concerned about the gears. Your can see the four axles as they were 
removed with some odd clumps of someone’s something included.



After a bath in some said soapy water a scrub with the toothbursh things were 
looking better time to attack the chassis and remove more debris. I was picking out 
the bigger bits with my tweezers. 

After a good check a little fresh grease it was looking a lot better, everything was 
re-fitted wheel rims given a wipe with a cotton bud soaked in brake cleaner and it 
was onto the rolling road. Everything seems good the EZ mate couplings were 
given a once over one needed a spring replacing. 

I had some spare bodies from a supplier EKM Exhibitions which I see at some 
larger shows (remember those) they have a line of Bachmann spares some UK 
some USA unfortunately both my bodies were road number #4270, the hunt goes 
on for #4271.



The next thing on my list was to replace 
the headlight bulb with a yellow LED, it 
comes on a little sooner and a lot brighter. 
I have done a few of these and a nice neat 
install you would never know the 
difference. Just check it lights up when 
going forward before putting the body 
back on.

Future plans well I think they could be DCC'd a simple 
decoder with just the one light function they only need to 
come on in one direction. I’d like to reduce the gap between 
the units and if I ever saw a B unit things might get more 
interesting.

GP. 



FRED.

Firstly, thank you to colleagues who have taken the time to send me articles and 
those little snippets that are of interest to us all but frequently overlooked in the 
data overload that we all suffer in the electronic world in which we live. I’m 
certainly keen to get my hands on those EoDTs. 

To those of you not brave enough to have submitted anything yet the editorial 
deadline for #104 is 26th February and #105 is 26th March, so oodles of time to 
display your talent, AND if you don’t fancy writing, a picture is worth a thousand 
words!

Finally, stay safe and if the vaccination program keeps to schedule, we might be 
able to look forward to a spring meeting?

RS - skinnerrfc@aol.com

WANTED.

A 90 degree crossing, HO 2 rail, preferably Code100. 

Please contact Roger Luffman



Okay Folks, End of the 
line for this month.
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